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Cultured human lymphocytes may be assayed for aryl hydro-

carbon hydroxylase (AHH) in whole cell preparations. The op-

timum assay conditions are pH 8.5, and 1.5 mM Mg++. The re-

action is linear with time and cell number, and is inhibited

by CO. Estradiol may inhibit induction of AHH by 3-methyl-

cholanthrene, but is a poor competitor for the enzyme. A

Caucasian population was assayed for AHH activity. The dis-

tribution was lognormal; no difference was found in cultured

cells from males and females or smokers and nonsmokers.

Cells from relatives of lung cancer patients showed higher

activity. An American Indian population showed no difference

from the Caucasian population in enzyme level. No linkage

was found between AHH and 16a-hydroxylase.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The uncontrolled growth of cells, known as cancer, is

still poorly understood. The many theories concerning car-

cinogenesis may, however, be divided into three main groups:

immunological, somatic mutation and viral theories. The

immunological theory explains the lack of growth control as

caused by a deficiency in the immune system, which is no

longer capable of recognizing atypical cells and destroying

them (Harnden, 1970). The somatic mutation theory is con-

cerned with changes in the genetic material and the conse-

quent deregulation of the cell within itself (Anderson,

1970). The viral, or oncogene, theory also involves DNA,

but the foreign DNA of a virion which has become associated

with the host DNA and is replicated by the cell machinery

at each cell division. When this virion is somehow "acti-

vated," carcinogenesis occurs (Stich, 1970).

In all three theories, chemicals may well be involved as

either immediate or secondary factors in carcinogenesis. In

the first case, the incidence of chemically induced skin can-

cer in mice has been found to be greatly-reduced by grafting

thymus glands from neonates into mice (Maisin, 1964). This

suggests an involvement of the immune system, particularly

T cells, in dealing with chemical trauma and carcinogenesis.

On the other hand, expression of virions has been stimulated
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by chemicals (Whitmire, 1973). Fowl pox virus, already

present but unexpressed in chickens, may be induced to cause

carcinomas by topical application of 3-methylcholanthrene

(Duran-Reynals, 1952). Similarly, herpes virus, which by

itself had no effect, may be combined with 3MC applications

to cause papillomas in mice at a much higher frequency than

that seen for 3MC alone (Tanaka and Southam, 1965). It is

also well established that chemicals can cause somatic mu-

tations (Miller and Miller, 1971). Even the molecular basis

of mutagenesis is now open to study by using specially

selected strains of bacteria to show the type of mutation

produced (Ames et al., 1972). Among the most ubiquitous of

the known carcinogenic chemicals are the polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAH). These are typically produced by the in-

complete combustion (oxidation) of carbohydrates or hydro-

carbons such as wood products and coal. Automobile exhausts

are significant contributors to the PAH pool (Hoffmann and

Wynder, 1962), as are industrial plants, particularly those

involved in such activities as asbestos manufacture (Dixon

et al., 1970). While living in an urban environment in-

creases exposure to these chemicals, and concomitantly

increases the risk of lung cancer (Wynder and Hammond, 1962),

the single most important source of exposure to PAH is cig-

arette smoking, which increases the probability of lung can-

cer five-fold (Tokuhata, 1964). A combination of cigarette

smoking and exposure to other carcinogens, such as asbestos,

can increase the risk to as high as ninety-two times that of
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those not exposed (Selikoff et al., 1968).

Although the presence of chemical carcinogens appears to

be an important factor in carcinogenesis, there is also strong

indication that genetic factors are involved. Metabolism of

the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons is apparently prerequisite

to the production of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon carcino-

gens (Nebert and Gelboin, 1969), and the presence of these

chemicals stimulates, via enzyme induction, their own metab-

olism. This response has been noted in lung (Okamato et al.,

1972; Holt and Keast, 1973), human macrophages (Cantrell et

al., 1973b), and circulating peripheral lymphocytes (unpub-

lished data). Liver and placenta have been found to have

increased metabolic activity in smokers (Welch et al., 1968,

1969; Nebert et al., 1969). At the same time, differences

in risk for members of families with a lung cancer victim and

families without have been noted. The relatives of a lung

cancer patient have four times as much risk of pulmonary neo-

plasm as do members of control families. A person who is

related to a lung cancer patient and who also smokes has a

risk of primary pulmonary carcinoma fourteen times that of a

person who fits neither category (Tokuhata, 1964).

The connection between chemical trauma and familial fac-

tors may lie in the presence or absence of a polycyclic

hydrocarbon metabolizing enzyme, aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase.

The nature of this enzyme and its genetics are now discussed.
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Aryl Hydrocarbon Hydroxylase

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons have many types of meta-

bolic end products; phenols, dihydrodiols, gluthathione con-

jugates (Udenfriend, 1971; Selkirk et al., 1974), and quinones

(Nebert et al., 1975).

The first reaction in the proposed PAH metabolic pathway

(Grover and Sims, 1970) requires enzyme catalysis (Mitoma et

al., 1956; Conney et al., 1957), and the enzyme is known as

aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase or benzpyrene hydroxylase

(EC 1.14.1.1) .

As a mixed function oxidase (Mason, 1957) it catalyses

an oxidation requiring molecular oxygen and two electrons.

AH + 2e~ + 02 --- AOH + O=

The requirement for oxygen was determined in early experi-

ments, and NADPH was identified as the electron donor (Brodie

et al., 1955; Mitoma et al., 1956). The enzyme can utilize

NADH, but at a much slower rate (Conney et al., 1957; West

et al., 1974). When NADH is added to a system already con-

taining NADPH, the reaction is enhanced about 10% (Alvares

et al., 1973b). Intermediates have been found between the

pyridine nucleotide donors and oxygen as the final electron

acceptor. Cytochrome P450, a heme protein (Omura et al.,

1965; Comai and Gaylor, 1973), is one of the intermediates;

another is cytochrome b5 (West et al., 1974). The electron

transport chain also contains a flavoprotein (Nebert and

Bausserman, 1971).. Levels of AHH go down during riboflavin

deficiency, riboflavin deficient mice are prone to a high
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incidence of carcinogenesis, and a high response to 3MC in-

duction of AHH is seen when riboflavin is returned to the diet

(Yang, 1973). A nonheme iron protein is indicated (Omura et

al., 1965), as is a phospholid moiety (Nebert et al., 1975).

There is also evidence for another component in the chain,

called "X" (Estabrook et al., 1971). The enzymes associated

with the two flavine moieties are called NADH-cytochrome b5

reductase and NADPH-cytochrome c reductase (Nebert et al.,

1975; West et al., 1974). A more appropriate name for this

latter enzyme is NADPH-cytochrome P450 reductase.

The Metabolism of Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons

Polycyclic hydrocarbons can be metabolized to many

different end products (Sims, 1970). Selkirk et al. (1974)

have recovered the following metabolites of benzpyrene (BP)

from rat livers: 9,10-diol, 4,5-diol, 7,8-diol, 1,6-quinone,

9-OH, 3-OH, and another product they suggest is the 6,12-

quinone. There is evidence that the initial metabolites,

however, are epoxides (Leibman and Ortiz, 1968; Jerina et

al., 1968; Grover et al., 1972), and that the ultimate prod-

ucts are the result of secondary metabolism. The highly re-

active epoxide may be conjugated with glutathione by the

action of glutathione S-epoxide-transferase (Boyland and

Williams, 1965):

GSH + R'CH-CHR"---GS.CHR'.CHR"OH

0
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or it may be further metabolized by an epoxide hydrase system

to give transdihydrodiols (Oesch et al., 1971; Oesch and Daly,

1971). Non-enzymatic rearrangement of the epoxide results in

phenolic products (Leibman and Ortiz, 1968).

AHH Tissue Specificity

AHH activity is found associated with the microsomal

fraction (Brodie et al., 1955; Conney et al., 1957), partic-

ularly with the smooth endoplasmic reticulum (Holtzman et al.,

1968; Fischer and Spencer, 1972).

The enzyme was initially assayed in the liver (Mitoma

et al., 1956; Gelboin and Blackburn, 1964), both in paren-

chymal cells and nonparenchymal cells (Kuntzman et al., 1966;

Cantrell and Bresnick, 1972). Metabolism of BP was known to

occur via the hepatobiliary system, with excretion of metab-

olites in the feces (Kotin et al., 1959). Other sites of

metabolism were indicated, however, since only a fraction of

the BP administered was recovered from fecal matter. Subse-

quent AHH activity was found in nearly all tissues, including

lung, intestine, placenta, both maternal and fetal liver

(Welch et al., 1971), peritoneal macrophages (Ptashne et al.,

1974), kidney (Wiebel et al., 1974), bowel (Gielen et al.,

1972), and human foreskin (Levin et al., 1972; Alvares et al.,

1973a,b). Human pulmonary alveolar macrophages show activity

(Cantrell et al., 1973b), as do tissue cultures of skin

(Huberman and Sachs, 1973) and cultured lymphocytes (Cantrell

et al., 1973a).
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Although the enzyme appears to be ubiquitous, its ac-

tivity varies from tissue to tissue (Btrki et al., 1973;

Wiebel et al., 1973), and values cannot be extrapolated from

one to another.

Induction of AHH

The phenomenon of enzyme induction was described by

Jacob and Monod (1961). They postulated the existence of

regulatory genes which could cause a structural gene to be

transcribed, or not, as needed. Pitot and Heidelberger

(1963) suggested that chemical carcinogens might act as

inducers or repressors in such a system, causing a change in

the normal operation of the cell. This was the first sug-

gestion that carcinogens might act in some way other than

by direct interaction with cellular macromolecules.

The polycyclic hydrocarbon, 3-methylcholanthrene, in-

creases the activity of drug metabolizing enzymes in the

liver (Conney et al., 1956). Further experiments showed

that this increase in activity of AHH was caused by in-

duction, and. not by stimulation or inhibition of pre-exist-

ing enzymes (Conney et al., 1957).

Central to the theory of induction of enzymes is the

necessity for mRNA synthesis as the initial response.

3-methylcholanthrene was found to elicit this response

(Gelboin and Blackburn, 1963; Nebert and Bausserman, 1970b),

and actinomycin D (an inhibitor of DNA dependent RNA syn-

thesis) was shown to block induction of AHH (Gelboin and
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and Blackburn, 1964). The de novo synthesis of rRNA was not

required (Wiebel et al., 1972). The synthesis of mRNA was

shown to occur in the absence of protein synthesis (Nebert

and Gelboin, 1970), indicating that the inducer, in fact,

acts at the level of transcription. Two hours after initi-

ation of induction the addition of an RNA inhibitor had no

effect on further enzyme synthesis for up to six hours (Gel-

boin and Wiebel, 1971), suggesting that the mRNA has a half

life of four to six hours in primary monolayer cultures of

hamster embryo cells. Later workers found half lives of

3.3 1 1.2 hours in the latter tissue (Nebert and Gelboin,

1968b) and 10.5 3.6 hours in cultured fetal rat hepatocyte

cells (Nebert and Gielen, 1971).

The second step in the induction process is protein syn-

thesis. Gelboin and Blackburn (1963, 1964) showed a stimu-

lation of amino acid incorporation into protein in microsomal

preparations after prior in vivo treatment with 3MC, and they

found inhibition of induction by puromycin, an inhibitor of

protein synthesis. The protein synthesis stimulation effect

appears to be more than just a response to an additional mRNA

load; the combined initiation factors (M3 + M2) have been

isolated from 3MC treated animals and were found to enhance

met-tRNAf initiation complex formation and the poly U

directed incorporation of phenylalanine (Lanclos and Bres-

nick, 1972). This indicates an increase in activity in the

protein synthetic machinery itself.
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There is also evidence for a posttranslational role of

the inducer. When inducer is removed from the culture there

is a rapid loss of activity (Gelboin and Wiebel, 1971) which

cannot be explained by the degradation of mRNA, since this

has been shown (vide supra) to have a half life of several

hours. The inducer may act as a stabilizer of the enzyme

(Nebert and Gielen, 1971). Inhibition of protein synthesis

by itself, without inducer present, elicits an increase in

AHH activity (Whitlock and Gelboin, 1973) suggesting the

existence of a labile protein which controls gene

expression.

Characteristics of Induction

The inducing polycyclic hydrocarbon apparently enters

the cell in less than one minute (Gelboin and Wiebel, 1971),

and AHH induction is first noted after an initial lag of

twenty to thirty-five minutes (Nebert and Gelboin, 1968b).

Induction increases linearly for as long as thirty-two hours

(Conney et al., 1957; Gelboin and Blackburn, 1964; Nebert

and Gelboin, 1968b). A single dose of 2,3,7,8-tetrachloro-

dibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD) given to rats by injection can main-

tain induced AHH levels in the liver for as long as thirty-

five days (Poland and Glover, 1974).

The concentration of inducer required varies, but con-

centrations lower than those found in the environment are

adequate to induce synthesis in cultured rat liver cells.

A frequently used inducer, 3MC, works optimally at 100
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nmoles/kg in mice and rats. One of the most potent inducers

found is TCDD, which shows one half maximum induction in rat

liver at a dose of only 0.85 nmoles/kg. Even fetal calf

serum, which is used in culture media, contains inducers which

increase the enzyme level four-fold when cells are grown in

a 20% calf serum medium (Whitlock and Gelboin, 1974).

Type I and Type II Induction

Conney et al. (1960) describe two distinctly different

types of inducers. The prototype Type I inducer is pheno-

barbital (PB) which induces an enzyme system capable of metab-

olizing many different substrates such as hexobarbital,

aminopyrene, phenylbutazone, zoxalamine, 3-methyl-4-mono-

methylaminoazobenzene (3-methylMAB) and 3, 4-benzpyrene.

Type II inducers, which include PAH such as BP, benzanthra-

cene (BA) and 3MC, facilitate metabolism of a much narrower

range of substrates which include BP, 3-methylMAB, BA, 3MC

and phenanthrene but not phenobarbital. Type I inducers

also induce a far wider range of other drug metabolizing

activities than do Type II (Conney, 1967). Further char-

acterization of the two types of inducers showed that or-

ganisms induced with phenobarbital (Type I) and 3MC (Type

II) (Gilette, 1963) had different responses to 7,8-benzo-

flavone (7,8-BF) (Wiebel et al., 1974). Rats induced with

PB showed enzyme stimulation by 7,8-BF, while those induced

by 3MC exhibited enzyme inhibition by the same modulator.
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Associated with the different inducers are spectrally

distinguishable forms of cytochrome P450 (Comai and Gaylor,

1973). Phenobarbital does not change the type of cytochrome

present under noninduced conditions (Alvares et al., 1968;

Gelboin et al., 1972), while 3MC treatment results in the

production of a cytochrome with a lowered Km for its sub-

strate. The newly formed cytochrome (called P1 450, P446 or

P448) may be a protein synthesized de novo in response to

the Type II inducer (Bidleman and Mannering, 1970), or it

may be a new form of the existing P450 (Hildebrandt et al.,

1968).

There is also evidence that the different types of in-

ducers affect the final metabolite distribution, with PB

inducing 4,5-dihydro-4, 5-dihydroxybenzpyrene and 3-hydroxy-

benzpyrene formation exclusively, whereas polycyclic hydro-

carbons as inducers generate all possible metabolites (Ras-

mussen and Wang, 1974).

Carcinogenesis and Cytotoxic Effects of
Polycyclic Hydrocarbons

Metabolism of polycyclic hydrocarbons is a prerequisite

for their carcinogenic effect (Nebert and Gelboin, 1969;

Miller, 1970), and the most carcinogenic are the most readily

metabolized. A direct relationship between the presence of

high levels of AHH activity and a tendency to tumorigenesis

has been found (Kouri et al., 1974; Nebert et al., 1974),

and better inducers are found to be better promoters of car-
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cinogenesis (Kouri et al., 1973b). There is a sharp decrease

in cytochrome P450 in hepatomas in rats, indicating a change

in enzyme activity (Oyanagui et al., 1974).

The ultimate carcinogen is believed to be an epoxide

intermdediate (Leibman and Ortiz, 1968; Jerina et al., 1968,

1970; Ames et al., 1972; Marquardt et al., 1972). Inhib-

ition of epoxide hydrase, decreasing hydrolysis of epoxides,

has been shown to increase tumorigenesis (Btrki et al.,

1974). Of particular interest are epoxides of the K-regions;

in benzpyrene these are the 4,5 and 9,10 positions. These

have the greatest double bond character and may be expected

to react most readily in oxygen addition reactions. The

epoxides formed on the 4,5 and 9,10 positions are more stable

than epoxides on the non-K-regions, which tend to rearrange

non-enzymatically to phenols or glutathione conjugates

(Grover et al., 1972; Jerina and Daly, 1974). These

K-region epoxides have been shown to be active in malignant

transformation (Grover et al. , 1971). Induction with 3MC

leads to a decrease in the ratio of K-region to non-K-region

metabolites, but at the same time increases the overall

quantity (Kinoshita et al., 1973).

Metabolism of PAH is also necessary for cytotoxicity

(Diamond and Gelboin, 1969; Gelboin et al., 1969; Huberman

et al., 1971), and cytotoxicity parallels carcinogenicity

(Nebert and Gelboin, 1969).
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Binding of PAH to DNA

Preincubation of BP with microsomes from induced rats

promotes binding of BP to DNA (Gelboin, 1969). It is be-

lieved to be the epoxide intermediates which are actually

binding (Wang et al., 1971, 1972; Swaisland et al., 1974),

whereas the parent compound and the dihydrodiols do not

interact with DNA, RNA or histones (Grover and Sims, 1970).

The epoxide is reactive in particular toward polyguanylic

acid (Grover et al., 1972). Inhibition of epoxide hydrase

stimulates binding of polycyclic hydrocarbons to DNA

(Btrki et al., 1974), and 7,8-benzoflavone and SKF 525A

(Nebert and Bausserman, 1970), which inhibit 3MC induced

activity, reduce binding (Kinoshita and Gelboin, 1972).

Binding appears to be specific to tissues where carcino-

genesis occurs (Goshman and Heidelberger, 1967), and dif-

ferent substrates display different binding capacities

(Rogan and Cavalieri, 1974) which correlate well with

their carcinogenic index. Although polycyclic hydrocarbons

are also found bound to protein and RNA, this binding

appears to be transitory and does not correlate with carcino-

genicity.

Nucleic acid binding occurs by covalent bonding rather

than by intercalation (Goshman and Heidelberger, 1967) or

adsorption (Brookes and Lawley, 1964). By using a strain

of S. typhimurium developed especially for genetic studies,

Ames et al (1972) have shown that the epoxides are frame-

shift mutagens.
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Sixteen Alpha Hydroxylase

Another important class of compounds metabolized by

microsomal mixed function oxidases are hormones. In adult

mammals the enzyme which hydroxylates the ovarian estrogen,

17-estradiol, is 16a-hydroxylase (SAH). This enzyme has

recently been reported in cultured human lymphocytes by

Muijsson et al. (1975) and Coomes et al. (1975). It

appears to be almost completely absent in noninduced cells,

and is inhibited by CO, suggesting that it is a cytochrome

P450 associated hydroxylase, ostensibly similar to AHH.

Estrogens may be used to induce mammary tumors in ani-

mals (Sinha et al., 1973; Sterental et al., 1963; Sinha and

Dao, 1972). Lemon et al. (1966) examined the urinary ex-

cretion ratio of estrogens in women with mammary carcinoma

and in a control group. The ratio (estriol/estrone + estra-

diol) in women without breast cancer was 1.3 in premeno-

pausal and 1.2 in postmenopausal subjects. In women with

breast cancer the ratios were 0.5 and 0.8 respectively.

Since estrone is in equilibrium with estradiol, and the

lower ratios are reported to be associated with cancer,

Lemon suggested the conversion of 17r-estradiol to estriol

is a protective factor. Estrogens are transported into the

nucleus via receptors, and estriol binds less well than the

parent estradiol to receptor macromolecules. The dissoc-

iation constant for estriol is 2 x 10~9 M and for estradiol

it is 7 x 10-10 M (Toft et al., 1967; Gorski et al., 1968).
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Certain types of mammary carcinoma are reported to show

hereditary tendencies (Oliver, 1958; Macklin, 1959; Haagensen,

1972; Anderson, 1971), and the presence or absence of the

estradiol metabolizing enzyme, SAH, may be associated with

risk for breast cancer (Lemon, 1972). Although the function

of SAH is analogous to that of AHH, there does not appear to

be any relationship between the incidence of breast and lung

cancer in population groups (Cancer Facts and Figures '75, 1974).

The Genetics of AHH

Initial genetic studies on AHH were carried out in mice.

Kodama and Bock (1970) showed a difference in enzyme activity

between different strains of mice. The mode of inheritance

was believed to be autosomal and dominant (Gelboin et al.,

1972; Gielen et al., 1972; Thomas et al., 1972) and breeding

of the two strains C57BL/6N and DBA/2N, homozygous dominant

and recessive respectively, gave an F1 hybrid which appeared

to be as inducible as the dominant parent (Nebert et al.,

1972). Later evidence using C3H/HeJ and DBA/2J strains sug-

gested an indeterminate mode of inheritance (Thomas and Hut-

ton, 1973). This type, also called codominant or additive,

gives an F1 hybrid with inducibility somewhere between the

levels of the parents. This mode of inheritance is more

usual in mammalian systems than is straight dominance. The

studies of Blurki et al. (1973) show a more complex pattern

of inheritance, possibly polygenic.
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Genetic differences in man for the metabolism of drugs

have been well documented (Vesell et al., 1971; Vesell, 1972),

and the range of AHH values found in induced cultured human

foreskin (2 to 5-fold over noninduced) (Levin et al., 1972),

in placentas from smoking mothers (3 to 180-fold over non-

smokers) (Welch et al., 1968) and in human embryo fibroblasts

(350 to 3400 picomoles 3BPOH produced 106 cells/3 days

(Huberman and Sachs, 1973), led to speculation that human

AHH levels are also genetically controlled.

The development by Busbee et al. (1972) and Whitlock

et al. (1972) of a method for assaying AHH in healthy human

populations allowed such genetic studies to be undertaken.

The most extensive study to date has been carried out

by Kellermann et al. (1973b). They proposed that induci-

bility levels in humans were controlled by a single auto-

somal gene, with a 0.283 frequency for the inducible allele,

and 0.717 frequency for the recessive allele. They found

similarity in inducibility between twins and triplets, and a

close correlation between induced levels and inducibility

which led them to propose that the locus involved was

structural rather than regulatory. Looking at the children

of those in their study, they found them to fit the ex-

pected phenotypes. A connection between lung and bladder

cancer and inducibility was suggested by a study of one

hundred and three persons in which six persons with a

family history of these cancers all tested as inducible

(Kellermann et al., 1973a). Further,the gene frequency in
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patients with bronchogenic carcinoma was found to reflect

an increased frequency of the noninducible allele, with

only 4% of the patients showing low inducibility whereas

48% of the healthy controls. were homozygous for this

allele (Kellermann et al., 1973c).

Statement of Problem

In this thesis a simplified method for assaying AHH in

cultured human lymphocytes will be examined. The modifi-

cation is the use of whole cells instead of sonicates sup-

plemented with additional NADPH. The system will be charac-

terized to insure optimum assay conditions. The simplified

system will be used to examine AHH distribution in a Cau-

casian population and to compare the AHH distribution in a

Caucasian and an American Indian population. The AHH dis-

tribution will also be compared with a SAH distribution in

a Caucasian population.



CHAPTER II

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

The subjects in the population study were healthy vol-

unteers of both sexes and all ages. Over 50% of the Amer-

ican Indians were full-blooded and the remainder were of

at least one-fourth Indian ancestry.

Isolation and Culture of Lymphocytes

Whole blood was obtained from human volunteers by veni-

puncture and diluted with half-volume of 0.9% sodium chloride

solution (physiological saline) containing 10,000 units/ml

sodium heparin to prevent clotting. Thirty ml of the diluted

blood was layered on to 10 ml of 9% Ficoll/20% sodium diatri-

zoate (Hypaque, Winthrop Laboratories) solution and centri-

fuged at 400 x g for 15 minutes. The red cells were agglut-

inated by the Hypaque and migrated to the bottom of the tube

together with the polymorphonuclear leukocytes (granulocytes)

which are denser than the Ficoll. The lymphocyte layer at

the interface between the plasma and the Ficoll/Hypaque

was removed with a Pasteur pipette and centrifuged in con-

ical tubes at 400 x g for 15 minutes. The pellet of lympho-

cytes was resuspended to approximately 5 x 106 cells/

10 ml in Joklick's modified minimum essential medium con-

18
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training 15% fetal calf serum and heparin (20 units/ml). The

medium also contained phytohemagglutinin (M Form) (10 ml/

liter, Gibco) and pokeweed mitogen (10ml/liter, Gibco) to

stimulate mitosis. The cells were incubated at 370 C under

a 5% Co2 atmosphere for 72 hours. At this time the cells

were induced for AHH synthesis by the addition of the PAH

3-methylcholanthrene to a final concentration of 1.5 BM for

the SAH assay, or estradiol to a final concentration of 7 yM

for the SAH assay unless otherwise indicated. The cells

were then incubated a further 24 hours. Sterile technique

was used to this point.

Harvesting of Cells

The growth medium was removed from the cells by a pir-

ation, and the cells were washed with TMS buffer (0.05 M

tris-HCl, 3 mM MgSO4 and 0.25 M sucrose) at pH 7.5 unless

otherwise indicated. The cells were resuspended in 2 r1l of

TMS and 50 ml aliquots were diluted 1:1 with 0.4% trypan

blue for counting, using a hemocytometer. Trypan blue ex-

clusion was the criterion of viability. The cells wer then

diluted with TMS to a density of approximately 2 x 106 cells/

ml for assaying.

AHH Assay

The AHH assay used was a modification of the methods of

Nebert and Gelboin (1968) and of Busbee et al. (1972). For

cell-free assays the cells were sonicated in TMS buffer and
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NADPH was added as a source of reducing equivalents to a con-

centration of 1 mg/ml. No NADPH was added to whole cell

assays. Each 1.0 ml assay tube received 25 Ig BP to a final

concentration of 10~- M. The tubes were incubated at 370 C

for 30 minutes. The reaction was stopped by adding 2 ml of

hexane:acetone (3:1) and vortexing for one minute to extract

the BP and BP metabolites into the organic phase. The phases

were separated by centrifugation, and the organic phase was

transferred to a tube containing 1.0 ml 1N NaOH. The hydroxy-

lated metabolites of BP, including 3BPOH, are selectively ex-

tracted back into the aqueous phase at high pH. After vor-

texing for one minute the tubes were centrifuged to separate

the phases and the fluorescence of the 3-hydroxybenzpyrene in

the aqueous phase was determined in an Aminco-Bowman spectro-

photofluorimeter with excitation at 396 nm and emission at

522 nm.

SAH Assay

The SAH assay was developed in this laboratory. A 20 yCi

aliquot of a mixture of 20% 17-estradiol-H (New England

Nuclear, 0.0026 mg/mCi) and 80% 17r-estradiol was added to

each 2 ml assay tube containing approximately 2 x 106 whole

cells in TMS buffer (pH 7.5). The final estradiol concen-

tration was 0.5 pM. The cells were incubated at 370 C for

one hour, and the reaction was stopped by adding an equal

volume of ethyl acetate and vortexing for one minute. After

centrifugation the organic phase containing the estrogens

was removed, and the cells were extracted again with 2 ml
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ethyl acetate for one minute and centrifuged. The organic

phases were pooled and dried under nitrogen. The metabolites

were dissolved in 50 pl of ethyl acetate and spotted on to

Eastman silica gel thin-layer chromatography plates, which

were developed in an ascending 80% chloroform:20% acetone

solvent system using Eastman Kodak TLC chamber plate sets.

The plates were cut into 5 mm strips and the strips placed

into vials containing 10 ml of 0.4% 2,5-diphenyloxazole

(PPO) in toluene and counted in a Beckman LS-100 liquid scin-

tillation counter. The migration of the estriol metabolite

was compared with an authentic sample of estriol-H3 , and the

enzyme activity calculated from the counts in the estriol

peak.



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Preface

Two aspects of oxidative drug metabolism were examined

in this study. First, the assay method for AHH in cultured

human lymphocytes was revised and partially characterized.

The use of whole cells instead of cell sonicates was tested;

the linearity with time and increasing cell number deter-

mined; and the effects of pH, Mg++ concentration, substrate

concentration, CO, inducers and competitors were investi-

gated. Secondly, AHH was assayed in a Caucasian population

and the effects of smoking, sex and family cancer history

were calculated; AHH in an American Indian population was

assayed and compared with the Caucasian population; and SAH

activity was compared with AHH activity in a Caucasian pop-

ulation.

To measure AHH activity in each instance, benzo(a)py-

rene was used as the substrate for the enzyme system, and

the concentration of the metabolite, 3-hydroxybenzpyrene, as

measured spectrophotofluorometrically, was determined as a

measure of activity. Activity of SAH was calculated from

the end product of the conversion of tritiated estradiol to

estriol as counted in a liquid scintillation counter after

metabolite separation on thin layer plates.

22
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A Whole Cell Assay for AHH in
Cultured Human Lymphocytes

Figure 1 shows the level of activity in sonicated and

whole cells. In each of three experiments using both 3MC

induced and noninduced cells it was shown that whole cells

exhibit AHH activity at levels as high or higher than soni-

cated cells. In two of the experiments the activity in

treated cells was twice as high as when the cells were not

disrupted.

Figure 2 shows an increase of AHH activity with in-

creasing cell number in 3MC induced cells. The increase in

activity paralleling an increase in protein concentration

is an identifying characteristic of an enzyme catalyzed re-

action.

Figure 3 shows an increase of AHH activity with time

at two different BP concentrations in 3MC induced whole

cells. The final conversion of the lines reflects the fact

that both concentrations (10-4 M and 10-5 M) are saturating,

and the deviations occur because of the lack of precision

inherent in working with very small quantities of metabolite.

The linearity exists over sixty minutes; the thirty minute

incubation time in the population studies may be assumed

also to exhibit linearity.

Figure 4 is a pH curve for AHH activity. The optimum

pH for 3MC induced cells is 8.5. Activity remains high at

pH 9.0, but drops rapidly at higher values.
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The effect of Mg++ concentration on AHH activity is

shown in Figure 5. A reduction in Mg++ concentration from

3 mM to 1.5 mM increases activity at both pH 7.5 and pH 8.5.

The lower concentration stimulates activity in 3MC induced

cells, but has no effect on noninduced cells. Removing Mg++

from the buffer reduces activity.

Figure 6 describes the effect of incubation under CO on

AHH activity. The presence of the cytochrome P450 inhibitor

reduces the level of enzyme activity below that found when

the reaction is stopped at zero time.

Figure 7 shows initial velocity plots for AHH activity.

The concentration of BP normally used in lymphocyte assays,

10~4 M, is found to be saturating in the whole cell system.

The Lineweaver-Burke reciprocal plot indicates an apparent

Km of 5.7 x 10-6 M.

Figure 8 shows the effect of estradiol on induction of

AHH. Estradiol alone is a poor inducer. At low levels it

appears to have a slightly stimulatory effect on induction

by 3MC but at high levels it reduces 3MC induction by half.

Figure 9 indicates that the presence of estradiol in

the assay medium reduces AHH activity in both 3MC and estra-

diol induced cells by about 25%, but has no apparent effect

on the activity in noninduced cells.

Population Studies of AHH and SAH

Figure 10 shows the distribution of AHH activity in

3MC induced cells and noninduced cells from a Caucasian pop-
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ulation. Most of the subjects show low inducibility. In

noninduced cells the distribution appears to be lognormal;

in induced cells there is a suggestion of possible trimodal

distribution. The same population is shown in Figure 11.

The ratio of induced/noninduced AHH activity levels (induc-

ibility) is plotted. The distribution appears to be log-

normally distributed, rather than trimodal, indicating a

polygenic mode of inheritance rather than a single gene

trait.

Figure 12 is a scattergraph examining the relationship

of AHH activity in 3MC induced cells and inducibility. In-

ducibility may not be predicted from either induced or non-

induced levels alone.

The data presented in Figures 13, 14 and 15 were an-

alysed using the Mann-Whitney statistical test (Snedecor

and Cochran, 1967). This test may be used to compare values

from two populations which are not normally distributed and

which contain unequal numbers. All values are ranked, and

the ranking of members of the two populations compared. The

difference between the two populations is expressed as the

standard normal deviate Z.

Z = (1p - TJ - 1/2)/a

Where T is the lower of the two sums of the ranks,

- = n1 (n1 + n2 + 1)/2 and a = /n2 /6 . On sampling from a

normal population one would expect a value of Z larger than

1.96 due to chance alone only 5% of the time. It is thus
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customary to declare a difference when a value of Z greater

than 1.96 is obtained.

In Figure 13 the AHH levels in 3MC induced cultured

human lymphocytes from smokers and nonsmokers is compared in

6 different classes. Statistical analysis gives Z = 1.50,

and no difference is found (p > 0.14). Figure 14 illus-

trates AHH activity in the same 6 classes in 3MC induced cul-

tured human lymphocytes from males and females. For this

comparison, Z = 0.41 and no statistically significant dif-

ference is observed (p > 0.48). AHH activity in cultured

human lymphocytes from subjects reporting a history of lung

and colon cancer is compared in Figure 15 with activity in

cells from subjects reporting no such history. Application

of the Mann-Whitney test to the data gives Z = 1.77. The

probability of a difference greater than that seen in this

experiment is less than 0.09.

Inducibility in an American Indian population and a Cau-

casian population is compared in Figure 16. There is no sta-

tistically significant difference in the levels of AHH in-

ducibility between the two groups (p > 0.5).

Figure 17 shows the distribution for SAH activity in a

Caucasian population, and Figure 18 compares the SAH activity

levels with AHH activity levels in the same population. A

chi-square analysis of the expected and observed combi-

nations of high, intermediate and low activity values for

the two enzymes indicates that there is no apparent linkage
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between them (p > 0.05). The correlation coefficient for

the distribution of the two enzyme activities may be cal-

culated using the following formual

r = Exix2//{ (Zx1 2 ) (Ex22) }

and is found to be -0.08.
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Fig. 1 --Aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase activity levels
in whole and sonicated cultured human lymphocytes. Cells
were obtained from three different subjects. Induced
cells were treated with 3MC; noninduced cells received
only acetone. One F (fluorescence) unit corresponds to
one picomole of 3-hydroxybenzpyrene.
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Fig. 2 --AHH activity levels at various cell numbers
in 3MC induced whole cultured human lymphocytes. One F unit
corresponds to one picomole of 3-hydroxybenzpyrene.
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Fig. 3 --Time course for AHH activity over 60 minutes
in cultured human lymphocytes induced with 3MC. Two concen-
trations of BP were used (10~ M and 10-5 M), both saturating.
One F unit corresponds to one picomole of 3BPOH.
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Fig. 4 --Activity levels of AHH at different pH values
in 3MC induced cultured human lymphocytes. The buffer was
0.05 M in tris, and pH was adjusted by addition of HCl. One
F unit corresponds to one picomole of 3BPOH.
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FigV. 5a --AHH activity at different Mg++ concentrations
in 3MC induced cultured human lymphocytes. The assay was
carried out at two different pH values.

Fig. 5b --AHH activity at 3 mM and 1.5 mM Mg++ concen-
trations and in the absence of Mg++ in 3MC induced and non-
induced cultured human lymphocytes. One F unit corresponds
to one picomole of 3BPOH.
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Fig. 6 --Inhibition of AHH activity by CO in 3MC induced
cultured human lymphocytes. BP was added to the assay medium
and 02 or 02 :CO (50:50) was immediately bubbled through the
medium and allowed to displace the air in the assay tubes.
The tubes were tightly capped for incubation. For the zero
time sample the reaction was stopped immediately after the
BP was added by adding hexane:acetone and vortexing.
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Fig. 7a --AHH initial velocity at various substrate
levels in 3MC induced cultured human lymphocytes. One F
unit corresponds to one picomole of 3BPOH.

Fig. 7b --The above data plotted reciprocally on a

Lineweaver-Burke plot. The apparent Km is 5.7 x 10+6 M.
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Fig. 8 --Inhibition by estradiol of 3MC induction of
AHH in cultured human lymphocytes.
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Fig. 9 --Effect of estradiol as competitor for AHH in
cultured human lymphocytes. Induced cells were treated with
3MC or estradiol. Noninduced cells received only acetone.
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Fig. 10a --Distribution of AHH activity levels in non-
induced cultured human lymphocytes from a Caucasian popu-
lation. Assays were carried out in whole cells as described
in Materials and Methods.

Fig. 10b --Distribution of AHH activity levels in 3MC
induced cultured human lymphocytes from a Caucasian popu-
lation.
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Fig. 11 --Inducibility for AHH in cultured human lympho-
cytes in a Caucasian population. Inducibility is defined as
the ratio of the induced AHH activity level to the noninduced
level.
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Fig. 12 --Scattergraph relating noninduced and 3MC in-
duced AHH activity levels to levels of inducibility. One
unit of AHH activity is equal to one picomole of 3BPOH/
minute/106 cells. Subjects were divided into three groups
according to inducibility; low inducibility (A) less than
2.5; intermediate inducibility (e) between 2.5 and 7; high
inducibility ( A) greater than 7.
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Fig. 13 --A comparison of AHH activity in 3MC induced
cultured human lymphocytes from smokers and nonsmokers. No
difference is observed (p > 0.14).
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Fig. 14 --A comparison of AHH activity in 3MC induced
cultured human lymphocytes from male and female subjects.
No difference is observed (p > 0.48).
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Fig. 15 --AHH levels in 3MC induced cultured human
lymphocytes from subjects reporting a history of lung andcolon cancer compared with levels in a control population.
No difference is observed (p > 0.08).
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Fig. 16 --A comparison of inducibility for AHH activity
between an American Indian and a Caucasian population. In-
ducibility is defined as the ratio of AHH activity in 3MC
induced cells to AHH activity in noninduced cells. No dif-
ference is observed between the populations (p > 0.5).
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Fig, 17 --Population distribution for SAH using Cau-

casian subjects. Cells were induced with estradiol to a

final concentration of 7 yM after 72 hours in culture. En-

zyme activity is shown as picograms estriol/hour/10
6 cells.
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Fig. 18 --A log/log scatter diagram comparing activity
levels of SAH and AHH in cultured human lymphocytes induced

with estradiol and 3MC respectively. AHH activity is re-
ported as picomoles 3BPOH/minute/106 cells. SAH activity
is reported as picograms estriol/hour/10 6 cells. The cor-
relation coefficient equals -0.08.
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CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

The realization of a genetic factor in carcinogenesis

which, combined with chemical aggravation, could greatly in-

crease the probability of neoplasmic initiation, promoted re-

search into the underlying biochemical events of chemical

carcinogenesis. A connection between the metabolic charac-

teristics of the enzyme aryl hydrocarbon hydroxylase and

tumorigenesis is well established (Kouri et al., 1973a,b),

but the assays in liver homogenates are not applicable to

humans. The only readily available human tissues, foreskin

(Alvares, 1973a,b) and placenta (Welch et al., 1971) are

also limiting. The development of the cultured human lympho-

cyte assay (Busbee et al., 1972; Whitlock et al., 1972) made

human AHH genetic studies possible, and the work of Keller-

mann et al. (1973c) suggested a link between high induc-

ibility for AHH and susceptibility for bronchogenic carcinoma.

The assay in the lymphocyte system showed promise, not only

in genetic studies but also as a clinical test to predict the

probability of lung cancer risk in a given individual. In

both cases a simple, inexpensive test was needed; in the

first case to allow the maximum number of persons to be

screened, and in the second to reduce cost to the patient.

64
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Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and their metabolites

pass freely in and out of cell (Nebert and Bausserman, 1970a;

Gelboin and Wiebel, 1971). This suggested the possibility

of using whole cells in the assay. In previous assays cells

had been disrupted in some manner; this presented two com-

plicating factors: a) sonication or homogenization may well

kill enzyme activity if too much heat is generated, and

b) in a cell-free system NADPH must be added to maintain an

adequate concentration after the localizing function of the

cell is disrupted, and NADPH is expensive. As the results

of current experiments indicate, the assay works as well or

better in a cell-free system as in a disrupted cell homo-

genate.

Having introduced a new element into the assay, the sys-

tem needed to be characterized further. Several pH optima

had been reported for different systems (Mitoma et al., 1956;

Nebert and Gelboin, 1968a; Alvares et al., 1973a; Nebert et

al., 1975), and the commonly used pH for lymphocyte studies

was pH 7.5. On running an AHH pH curve in whole cells the

optimum pH was found to be 8.5.

Many enzymes require metallic cofactors. The concen-

tration of the metals is very important; although a certain

minimum is required, a concentration which is too high may

be inhibitory. Metals which stimulate AHH at low levels and

inhibit at high levels are Cu++, Mg++, Fe++, Zn++, Ni++ and

Co++. Be++, Fe+++, and Cr+6 inhibit at all concentrations,
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and As+++, Se+4 and Cr+3 appear to have no effect; since

nickel, cobalt, chromium and manganese can all be extracted

from chrysotile asbestos and can be shown to exhibit AHH,

it is suggested that inhibition of AHH may be the cause of

increased cancer incidence in asbestos workers (Dixon et al.,

1970). Decreased levels of stimulatory metals in the eld-

erly may make them more prone to carcinogenesis due to de-

creased ability to remove PAH from their systems. Induction

with BP results in a change in localized metal concentrations

in the cell (Moffitt et al., 1972). In microsomes the levels

of copper and manganese increase four-fold after induction,

whereas chromium and nickel concentrations go down.

The early AHH assays (Brodie et al., 1955) showed a re-

quirement for Mg++ in the assay medium. The results of

studies in whole cells reiterate this requirement, but suggest

that the optimal concentration may be 1.5 mM rather than the

3 mM concentration used earlier by Busbee et al. (1972) and

Kellermann et al (1973a,b).

The AHH reaction was shown to be linear over varying

lengths of time, ranging from fifteen minutes (Conney et al.,

1957) in rat liver to thirty-two hours in cultured fetal ham-

ster cells (Nebert and Gelboin, 1968b). The subsequent de-

parture from linearity reflects further metabolism by enzymes

of the mixed function oxidase system (Booth and Sims, 1974).

Since the time for incubation in the cell-free assay was

thirty minutes, it was important to be sure that the reaction
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was linear in whole cells for this length of time. This was

found to be the case.

It is exceedingly difficult to measure the enzyme re-

action in lymphocytes with enough accuracy to determine a Km,

since the enzyme activity and resultant metabolite level are

both very low. Liver microsome assays, with significantly

elevated activity levels, have shown that 3MC treatment

lowers the Km of AHH (Alvares et al., 1968), showing a

stronger substrate affinity after treatment. The problems in

determining a Km are discussed by Hansen and Fouts (1972).

Their experiments show that BP does not dissolve well at low

protein levels and binds to non-hydroxylating sites on pro-

teins, thereby altering the effective BP concentration.

Non-Michaelis-Menten behavior is then observed, with the Km

varying with enzyme concentration. Addition of albumin to

the assay medium stimulated the reaction (Nebert and Gielen,

1972). A measurement of initial velocity kinetics in whole

cells was attempted to confirm that the concentration of BP

used in the assay (10-4 M) was saturating. This was found to

be the case and an apparent Km of 5.7 iM was found. This is

close to 6.89 pM, the Km for AHH using PPO as the substrate

(Cantrell et al., 1975).

The level of cytochrome P450 or Pl-450 (P448) is of

vital importance in the activity of AHH (Shenkman et al.,

1967; Holtzman et al., 1968), and the presence of one or

the other of the cytochromes may determine the substrate
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specificity (Lu and Levin, 1972; Lu et al., 1972). The

amount of cytochrome present is greatly reduced in rat hepa-

tomas (Oyanagui et al., 1974). As in hemoglobin, the heme

portion of the cytochrome has a high affinity for molecular

oxygen, but an even stronger affinity for CO. The availa-

bility of oxygen is of vital importance for the mixed

function oxidase reaction. Antioxidants, such as butylated

hydroxyanisole (BHA), butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) and

alphatocopherol (Vitamin E) have been shown to inhibit tumor

formation in rats (Wattenberg, 1972). The irreversibility of

the CO reaction has been shown (Alvares et al., 1973b). The

absence of 02 inhibits the reaction only partially, whereas

CO may reduce it 100%. In the whole cell system incubation

under CO inhibited the reaction to a level below that of non-

incubated cells.

Similarity between the metabolism of endogenous hormones

and exogenous drugs prompted experiments to determine the ex-

tent of their interaction. The induction of AHH is inhibited

in fetal cell cultures by high levels of 17-estradiol, and

castrated male mice with subcutaneous implants of the hormone

have lower AHH levels than normal male mice either when in-

duced in vivo with 3MC or when noninduced (Nebert et al.,

1970). The in vitro effect of testosterone on AHH activity

is minimal, whereas activity is inhibited by 17-estradiol

(Gielen and Nebert, 1972). In whole cell preparations,

17r-estradiol at low or equimolar concentrations had little
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effect on induction of AHH, but higher levels of 17r-estra-

diol decreased induction significantly. The hormone does not

appear to be effective as a competitor.

The original work on the genetics of AHH in humans pro-

posed that inducibility (the ratio of induced to noninduced

activity) is controlled by a single autosomal gene, with a

frequency of 0.283 for the inducible allele (AHHb) and 0.717

for the noninducible allele (AHHa) (Kellermann et al., 1973b).

In this study ninety-seven Caucasians were tested for induc-

ibility. Using Kellermann's definition of inducibility

(low < 2.5, intermediate = 2.5-3.6, high > 3.6), the data

presented here do not support the proposed gene frequency of

Kellermann. Neither do they fit a Hardy-Weinberg distri-

bution for a single gene trait. The involvement of addi-

tional enzyme activities, such as epoxide hydrase (Jerina

and Daly, 1974) in PAH metabolism, suggests a polygenic mode

of inheritance.

These initial studies were based on the assumption that

basal and induced enzyme activities reflect increased levels

of the same protein. There is considerable evidence that

this is not the case, and that at least two different enzymes,

one basal and one inducible, are being measured. The pH op-

tima for treated and untreated enzymes are different, ranging

from 6.2 to 8.4 (Nebert et al., 1975), and the Km is lower

after induction (Alvares et al., 1968). The inhibition

characteristics of the basal and induced activities point
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strongly to two distinct proteins (Williams et al., 1971).

Noninduced enzyme is stimulated by 7,8-benzoflavone (ANF),

while induced enzyme is inhibited (Diamond and Gelboin, 1969;

Wiebel et al., 1974). The inhibiting effect of p,p'-DDT,

2-diethylaminoethyl-2, 2-di-phenylvalerate (SKF 525A) and

17f-estradiol on basal level is far higher than on induced

activity level, while norepinephrine affects basal and in-

duced AHH to the same extent, and testosterone is ten times

more effective as an inhibitor of the induced enzyme (Ne-

bert et al., 1975). If, in fact, the induced protein is

distinct from the noninduced protein, then "inducibility"

is not a valid concept. Kellermann et al. (1973b) proposed

a relationship between induced levels and inducibility, but

no such connection was found in this study.

As previously discussed, there is a marked difference

in drug metabolizing capacity between male and female labor-

atory animals (Kato and Gilette, 1965). There is also a de-

crease with increasing age in the ability of female rats to

generate cytochrome P448 after induction with PAH (Fischer

and Spencer, 1974). Sex differences are reflected in lung

cancer mortality; a male who smokes has four times greater

probability of contracting lung cancer than a female,

whereas a non-smoking male has only a 30% increased risk

(Haenszel and Taeuber, 1964). Since the difference appears

to be mediated by hormones (Nebert et al., 1970), it should

not be reflected in cultured cells, and no difference was
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found. Smoking of tobacco or marijuana has been shown to in-

duce AHH in vivo in placenta (Conney, 1974; Welch et al.,

1969; Nebert et al., 1969), in human macrophages (Cantrell et

al., 1973b,c) and in circulating human lymphocytes (unpub-

lished data). After ninety-six hours in tissue culture how-

ever, cells from smokers and non-smokers showed no signifi-

cant difference in activity.

There appears to be a definite genetic factor associated

with lung cancer (Tokuhata, 1964), and high inducibility was

reported to be more frequent in subjects who had relatives

with bronchogenic carcinoma than in controls (Kellermann et

al., 1973a,c). The present study showed only a slight trend

toward higher inducibility among subjects reporting a family

history of lung and colon cancer. There is doubt whether AHH

values in one tissue may be extrapolated to another. Al-

though Cantrell et al. (1973a) found a positive correlation

between activity in cultured human lymphocytes and pulmonary

alveolar macrophages located at the target site, the enzyme

may behave differently in various tissues in the same organism

(Wiebel et al., 1973). The extent of induction in vitro and

in vivo cannot be compared; 3MC may induce 2.6-fold in vitro

in some pulmonary tissue, but 7.9-fold in vivo, whereas

f-napthoflavone induces 3.7-fold in vitro and 4.1-fold in

vivo (Wattenberg et al., 1968). Until further studies are
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made it seems unwise to extrapolate from AHH inducibility in

vitro to in vivo potential for induction.

The difference in lung cancer mortality between differ-

ent racial groups provides tentative evidence for a genetic

factor in this disease. Northern European countries, the

United States and New Zealand have the ten highest rates re-

ported in Cancer Facts and Figures '75 (1974). Countries

with prevalent Mongoloid ancestry, such as Taiwan and Vene-

zuela, have among the lowest incidences of lung cancer.

American Indians show a much lower lung cancer rate than

white Americans or Americans of African ancestry (Creagan

and Fraumeni, 1972). However, migration to the United States

tends to alter the rate of lung carcinogenesis for a given

population towards that of the United States, which points to

very strong environmental and sociological influences (Lili-

enfeld et al., 1972); Fraumeni and Mason, 1974). Cancer

rates among American Indians may be lower because of a much

lower incidence of heavy smoking among some groups; for in-

stance, Indians in the southwestern United States smoke

heavily only one-eighth as frequently as do whites from the

same area (Sievers, 1968). A genetic difference for PAH

metabolism between American Indians and whites is considered

possible, and the Indians in this study tended toward

slightly lower inducibility than did the Caucasian population.

It might be noted that one-third of the Indians sampled re-
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ported diabetes in the family; diabetes is believed to be

negatively correlated with bronchogenic carcinoma (Creagan

and Fraumeni, 1972).

Genetic factors have been reported for primary mammary

carcinoma (Oliver, 1958; Macklin, 1959; Haagensen, 1972),

particularly in the case of premenopausal bilateral disease

(Anderson, 1971). The incidence for women with first degree

relatives with this type of neoplasm is nine times that in

control families (Anderson, 1972). Estrogens are reported

to be associated with mammary tumor development in experi-

mental animals (Sinha et al., 1973), and Lemon (1972) sug-

gested that the metabolism of this hormone by the mixed

function oxidase 16a-hydroxylase (SAH) was an important

step in the neoplastic process. He found a variation in

enzyme activity in a group of women, and proposed SAH as a

genetic factor in mammary tumorigenesis. Although a simi-

larity exists between the function of SAH and AHH (Brodie

et al., 1955), no relationship, positive or negative, is

apparent between lung and breast cancer rates in different

countries (Cancer Facts and Figures '75, 1974). A compar-

ison of SAH and AHH activity in lymphocytes from 103 indi-

viduals showed no relationship in inducibility between the

enzymes.

The environmental factors appear more important in

lung carcinogenesis than any genetic factors at the present
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time. More investigation of the mode of action of PAH metab-

olism is called for, as there is still no agreement on

whether related enzymes of the same or similar systems are of

greater importance to chemical carcinogenesis or whether high

or low levels of AHH are desirable. It has been suggested

that induction by one PAH will reduce the harmful effects of

another (Schlede and Conney, 1970); conversely, inhibition

of AHH reduces the cytotoxic effects of PAH (Diamond and

Gelboin, 1969; Huberman et al., 1971). The epoxide intermed-

iate of PAH metabolism appears to be the ultimate carcinogen;

efficient metabolism, however, may be desirable to rid the

body of exogenous chemicals (Dixon et al., 1970). Nicotine

reduces BP metabolism (Weber, 1974), and, if AHH is in fact

a mediator in carcinogenesis, low nicotine cigarettes may be

more harmful than cigarettes with a higher nicotine content.

Even the correlation between AHH inducibility and tumorigen-

esis has been questioned (Kouri et al., 1973a) and needs to

be examined further. Until the "two-edged sword" of effi-

cient AHH activity and PAH clearance, and of metabolism to

the ultimate carcinogenic form is understood, prophylactic

measures cannot be undertaken wisely.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

In this study, it was found that the assay for AHH in

cultured human lymphocytes works as well in whole cells as

in cell homogenates. Activity in the whole cell system was

found to be linear over 60 minutes and with cell number.

Further changes in the standard cultured human lymphocyte

assay procedure were suggested: pH 8.5 instead of 7.5 and

1.5 mM Mg++ rather than 3 mM. Inhibition by CO was found,

and an apparent Km of 3.7 liM for the substrate, benzpyrene,

was calculated. The substrate concentration commonly used

in lymphocyte studies, 10-4 M, was found to be saturating

in the whole cell system. Estradiol was found to be inhib-

itory on induction of AHH by 3MC, but had little effect as

a competitor. The whole cell system was used in a survey of

the distribution of AHH and SAH in a Caucasian population

and AHH in an American Indian population. The distribution

of AHH in the Caucasian and Indian populations was found to

be essentially the same. No difference in activity in cul-

tured cells was found between males and females, the effect

in vivo being hormone mediated. Similarly the difference in

activity levels between smokers and nonsmokers, caused in

vivo by the presence of the inducing tobacco combustion pro-

ducts, was absent in cultured cells. There was slightly

75
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higher activity noted in cells from subjects with a family

history of lung and colon cancer than in cells from control

subjects, but this was not statistically significant. No

connection was found between levels of activity in the

microsomal mixed-function oxidases, AHH and SAH.
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